A RESOLUTION OF THE JACKSON COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Resolution No. 2021-004
Regarding Systemic Racism & Police Violence and Equality & Justice and How we Get
from One to the Other

WHEREAS, the Minneapolis Police use force against Black people at 7 times the rate of Whites
(1-2); and
WHEREAS, Black Americans are two-and-a-half times as likely as White Americans to be killed by
the police (3); and
WHEREAS, about 1 in every 1,000 Black men can expect to be killed by police (4); and
WHEREAS, Racism is a public health issue and ‘police brutality must stop’ medical groups say (56); and
WHEREAS, some of America’s first laws were explicitly designed to subjugate Black people (7-9)
and some of our first law enforcement units were the slave patrols tasked with capturing and returning
people who had escaped from slavery (10-11)); and
WHEREAS, police in the South were responsible for enforcing segregation while allowing and
sometimes participating in lynching and anti-black terrorism (12-13); and
WHEREAS, the broken windows programs of law enforcement fueled the saturation of police in
low-income communities of color and gave way to policies like stop-and-frisk (14); and
WHEREAS, at the peak of the stop-and-frisk policy in 2011 of the nearly 700,000 stops recorded in
New York city, the vast majority were of Black (52.9%) and Latino (33.7%) people (2); and
WHEREAS, funding of the police including its militarization has increased, while funding for social
services has decreased (15 - see Law and Order vs Social Welfare diagram); and
WHEREAS, many racist thoughts are still publicly acceptable (16 - see pyramid diagram); and
WHEREAS, for the first time a majority of whites (71%) and of all Americans (76%) believe that
racial and ethnic discrimination is a “big problem” (17).

NOW, THEREFORE, THE JACKSON COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY RESOLVES
AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: First and foremost, Black and other minority lives matter.
Section 2: Therefore, progress needs to be made on the pyramid of needs shown above, all of racism
should be eliminated so that all races are treated equally. In order to reach this conclusion, the
following is suggested to the legislatures of both the State of Oregon and the US Congress:
a) Fund mental health intervention teams that don’t need a police response, such as the
CAHOOTS program, begun in Eugene OR, but which is now being expanded to larger cities
such as Denver, CO.
b) Create a national police misconduct registry.
c) Decrease the militarization of the police, for example armed forces equipment such as
tanks, machine guns, etc.
d) Mandate the use of police body cameras.
e) Eliminate or decrease and strictly mandate the use of choke holds.
f) Acknowledge that we as a group and as individuals will strive to educate ourselves about
how we are innately racist and what we can do to overtly act as if we are a nation built on
the espoused ideals of inalienable and universal rights.
g) Pass reforms and laws that ensure that Black people cannot be killed by armed agents of
the state without review and appropriate consequences, for example, eliminate qualified
immunity and ensure that reviews are done by a civilian oversight board.
h) Review progress on laws and other changes annually and update to reflect the ongoing
thinking in our country.
Section 3:, We recognize that the discussion is ongoing, but rather than wait for support to solidify on
a couple of options, we want to voice our support for freedom and justice for Black people and, by
extension, all people.
Section 4: Furthermore, we recognize that these changes may be difficult, but to quote President
Johnson, “they must be faced, and they must be dealt with, and they must be overcome; if we are ever
to reach the time when the only difference between [Black and White Americans] is the color of their
skin.”
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Resolution submitted by the Platform and Resolutions Committee.
ADOPTED by the Jackson County Democratic Party Central Committee on the 24th day of May, 2021.
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Chair, Jackson County Democratic Party

